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Happy4th 
 
JR:”Trump wanted a Soviet-style military display on the
Mall; & like the Soviets of old, he invited rich apparatchiks
.. er, donors, in VIP seats, b/c nothing says 4th of July like
VIP treatment for his American Oligarchs.” 
 
This is the reminder of why he must go.
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Happy4th2 

 

Authoritarians engage in the ultimate form of identity politics 

 

With the future primacy of liberal democracy an open question, two different events

of the past week highlight a clear vulnerability to our form of gov’t. 
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Social Media Sites Down?  

 

Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Twitter Encounter Technical Issues Worldwide 

 

CIA snark: “Yes, we are affected by #instagramdown, too. No, we didn’t cause it.  

 

No, we can’t fix yours.  

 

Did you try turning it off and back on again?”
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Happy4th4 

 

In the tragic wake of Sandy Hook shootings NRA CEO Wayne LaPierre struck a

defiant posture, then escaped to the Bahamas & billed the NRA $70k for travel. 

 

His fiery public appearances were crafted by the organization’s longtime advertising

firm Ackerman McQueen.
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Wolf of Wall Street producer arrested in Malaysia for money laundering 
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US prosecutors have accused Mr Aziz's production company of misappropriating

money from a multi-billion dollar state fund to finance the film. 

 

6.4-Magnitude Earthquake Rattles Southern CA

Happy4th6 

 

U.N. investigator says Saudi Arabia should not host G-20 summit after Khashoggi

killing 

 

Kasich: ‘I think members of the GOP are in a coma right now’ 

 

Aircraft One?': Trump Deletes 4th of July Tweet Flubbing Name of Air Force One 

 

Putin’s plane = ‘Aircraft One.’
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Trump’s undocumented former employees want to be spared deportation. So they’ve

asked the president for a meeting.   

 

Trump Fed nominee Judy Shelton once advocated for ‘open borders’ with Mexico 

 

United States adds India to steel tariff dispute at WTO

Happy4th8 

 

Gibraltar Seizes Syria-Bound Tanker Thought to Be Carrying Iranian Oil 

 

Putin confirms Russia's fire-hit submersible was nuclear-powered 

The confirmation comes three days after the vessel caught fire during a secret mission

near the Arctic, killing 14 men
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Court orders J Epstein-related docs to be made public 

 

Former Rio Governor Says He Paid Bribes to Host 2016 Olympics 

 

Sergio Cabral says he paid $2 million to secure hosting rights 

 

Ex-governor currently serving almost 200 years in jail
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Trump considers EO on citizenship question 

 

Why nearly 350,000 workers in mostly red states aren’t seeing wage increases, even

though their local lawmakers passed them 

#StLouisGOPmob 

 

Trump administration lays broad legal grounds for military strike on Iran
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NK says US 'hell-bent on hostile acts' despite wanting to talk 

 

Arte Johnson, ‘verry interesting’ comedian on ‘Laugh-In,’ dies at 90 

 

Libyan migrants 'fired upon after fleeing air strikes' 

 

At least 80 Libyan migrants are feared dead after a boat capsized.

Happy4th12 

 

Aleksandr Kogan, the data scientist at the center of Facebook’s Cambridge Analytica

privacy scandal, said he is dropping a defamation lawsuit against the social network

rather than engage in an expensive, drawn-out legal battle.

Happy4th14 
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Appeals court declines to green-light Trump border wall projects 

 

Hit by inflation, debt and falling currency, Pakistan tries to tax the rich 

 

Tanker detained by Gibraltar on U.S. request to Britain 

 

Walmart said to lose over $1B, weighs selling off online units

Happy4th15 

 

Israel Seeks to Erase Archives of Intel Firm Psy-Group Employed in anti-BDS

Campaign 

 

Gov’t increasingly involved in legal battle over the info held by Psy-Group, also

probed in FBI inv’n into the Trump campaign  

 

Beijing’s New Airport Is Completed, Opens in Sept.
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Happy4th15 

 

Raising Concerns Over Press Freedom, Israel's NSO Reportedly Sold Ghana

Surveillance Tech (Pegasus) 

 

South Florida Resident Sentenced to 30 Years for $100 Million International Fraud

Scheme that Led to the Collapse of One of Puerto Rico's Largest Banks

Happy4th17 

 

Treasury rules could thwart Sen. 🐢’s bid to protect KY college from endowment tax 

 

Pentagon officials 'are concerned Trump's July 4 parade could be too political' -

despite the Trump’s claim that military chiefs are 'thrilled' to be taking part in the

event 🙄�
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Spy chiefs kept secrets from Boris Johnson when he was Foreign Secretary over fears

he couldn’t be trusted 

 

Commander of the Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC) Maj Gen Hossein Salami

said Iran has managed to thwart the enemy’s “hybrid and complicated” plots.

Happy4th19 

 

Ancient Tree With Record of Earth's Magnetic Field Reversal in Its Rings Discovered 

 

Magnetic field reversals happen at random intervals happening once every 200,000

to 300,000 years, NASA says. The last full reversal took place around 780,000 years

ago.
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The Declaration of Independence 

Counterchekist
@counterchekist

In Congress, July 4, 1776. 
The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of 
America.

983 10:12 AM - Jul 4, 2019

451 people are talking about this

Aleksandr Kogan, the data scientist at the center of Facebook’s Cambridge Analytica

privacy scandal, said he is dropping a defamation lawsuit against the social network

rather than engage in an expensive, drawn-out legal battle. 

APNewsBreak: Data scientist drops Facebook defamation suit
Aleksandr Kogan, the data scientist at the center of Facebook's Cambridge
Analytica privacy scandal, said he is dropping a defamation lawsuit against the
social network rather than engage in an...

https://apnews.com/96820dcb80dc469c8d082a07669b5957

Putin confirms Russia's fire-hit submersible was nuclear-powered 
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The confirmation comes three days after the vessel caught fire during a secret mission

near the Arctic, killing 14 men 

Putin confirms Russia's fire-hit submersible was nuclear-powered
The confirmation comes three days after the vessel caught fire during a secret
mission near the Arctic, killing 14 men.

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/07/putin-confirms-russia-fire-hit-submersible-nu…

🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

July 4th Schulte Case Update - un-redacted SEARCH WARRANTS 

July 4th Schulte Case Update - un-redacted SEARCH WARRANTS
In order to fully understand the Schulte Case Update, it might be worthwhile if you
read up on the previous entries. As the primary focus of this entry will entirely be
centered around Schulte’s late…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/july-4th-schulte-case-update

Wolf of Wall Street producer arrested in Malaysia for money laundering 

 

US prosecutors have accused Mr Aziz's production company Ted Granite of

misappropriating money from a multi-billion dollar state fund to finance the film. 
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Wolf of Wall Street producer arrested in Malaysia
Riza Aziz has been accused of using stolen funds to finance the film starring
Leonardo DiCaprio.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-48872170

Trump’s celebration of himself is the perfect reminder of why he must leave 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2019/07/02/trumps-celebration-himself-is-pe…

💣B O O M💣 

 

Court orders Jeffrey Epstein-related documents to be made public 

🍿🍿🍿 

Court orders Epstein-related documents to be made public
Get breaking national and world news, broadcast video coverage, and exclusive
interviews. Find the top news online at ABC news.

https://abcnews.go.com/US/court-orders-epstein-related-documents-made-public/story…

U.N. investigator says Saudi Arabia should not host G-20 summit after Khashoggi

killing 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/un-investigator-says-saudi-arabia-should-not-h…

The Trump administration has opened the door to virtually every legal authority it

might use to justify an attack, from tying Iran to al-Qaeda, to Trump’s assertion that

it would not involve American ground troops and “wouldn’t last very long.” 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trump-administration-lays-bro…

Social Media Sites Down? Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Twitter Encounter

Technical Issues Worldwide 

Social Media Sites Down? Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Twitter En…
Major social media platforms Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp and Twitter all faced
technical issues on Wednesday.

https://www.ibtimes.com/social-media-sites-down-facebook-instagram-whatsapp-twitte…

Spy chiefs kept secrets from Boris Johnson when he was Foreign Secretary over fears

he couldn’t be trusted  

Spy chiefs kept secrets from Boris Johnson when he was Foreign Sec…
SECURITY chiefs kept top secrets from Boris Johnson when he was Foreign
Secretary over fears he couldn’t be trusted, The Sun has been told. Intelligence
bosses were “anxious” about sharing the most…

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/9440172/boris-johnson-spy-chiefs-secrets-kept/

‼ Sergey Nalobin & Boris Johnson 
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Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Sergey Nalobin & Boris Johnson 
 
Suspected Russian spy Sergey Nalobin pictured with his 'good 
friend' Boris Johnson

102 8:11 PM - Jun 22, 2019

108 people are talking about this

‼ Boris Johnson & Mifsud 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Johnson & Mifsud 
 
Boris Johnson met ‘London professor’ linked to FBI’s Russia 
investigation 
 
Fresh questions as photograph emerges of Joseph Mifsud and 
foreign secretary at Brexit 
dinnertheguardian.com/politics/2017/…

191 9:28 PM - Jun 22, 2019

154 people are talking about this

Boris Johnson met ‘London professor’ linked to FBI’s Russia i…
Fresh questions as photograph emerges of Joseph Mifsud and
foreign secretary at Brexit dinner
theguardian.com

‼ Boris Johnson - Misconduct 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Boris Johnson, the front-runner to replace Prime Minister 
Theresa May of Britain, was ordered on Wednesday to appear in 
court for a preliminary hearing over allegations that he lied to the 
public during the 2016 Brexit referendum. 
nytimes.com/2019/05/29/wor…
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20 people are talking about this

Boris Johnson Is Summoned to Court Over Brexit Claims
The former foreign secretary is accused of lying during the Brexit
campaign by inferring that Britain paid 350 million pounds every week
nytimes.com

6.4-Magnitude Earthquake Rattles Southern California  

 

via @NYTimes

6.4-Magnitude Earthquake and Swarm of Aftershocks Rattle Southern …
Dozens of aftershocks rattled the same region after the big quake. But it appeared
that no one was seriously injured.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/04/us/earthquake-southern-california.html?smid=nyt…

Authoritarians engage in the ultimate form of identity politics 

 

With the future primacy of liberal democracy an open question, two different events

of the past week highlight a clear vulnerability to our form of government. 

 

TOC vs WLD 

Authoritarians engage in the ultimate form of identity politics
Those who support liberal democracy need to articulate ideals in which we all have
a stake, no matter our background.

https://www.smh.com.au/world/oceania/authoritarians-engage-in-the-ultimate-form-of-i…
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Former Rio Governor Says He Paid Bribes to Host 2016 Olympics 

 

Sergio Cabral says he paid $2 million to secure hosting rights 

 

Ex-governor currently serving almost 200 years in jail 

 

H/T @Peaceful_411  

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-04/former-rio-governor-says-

he-paid-bribes-to-host-2016-olympics

Massive construction projects for the 2014 World Cup and the Olympics offered huge

opportunities for graft in Latin America’s largest nation. The subsequent corruption

revelations have toppled politicians and executives once thought untouchable 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-07-04/former-rio-governor-says-

he-paid-bribes-to-host-2016-olympics

“Yes, we are affected by #instagramdown, too. No, we didn’t cause it. No, we can’t fix

yours. Did you try turning it off and back on again?” 

CIA
@CIA

Yes, we are affected by #instagramdown, too. No, we didn’t 
cause it. No, we can’t fix yours. Did you try turning it off and back 
on again?

57.2K 10:58 PM - Jul 3, 2019

17K people are talking about this

In the tragic wake of Sandy Hook shootings & over the objections of some top

officials, NRA CEO Wayne LaPierre struck a defiant posture. In fiery public

appearances crafted by the organization’s longtime advertising firm Ackerman

McQueen.  

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/newtown-massacre-divided-nra-leaders-fores…

Princess Haya has hired Prince William and Harry's lawyer to fight her divorce from

the Emir of Dubai, and she's an expert in royal separations 
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Princess Haya has hired Prince William and Harry's lawyer to fight her …
Baroness Shackleton is the go-to solicitor for the British royal family, and
represented Prince Charles during his 1996 divorce from Princess Diana.

http://www.businessinsider.com/princess-haya-hires-baroness-shackelton-divorce-emir…

Ancient Tree With Record of Earth's Magnetic Field Reversal in Its Rings Discovered 

 

Magnetic field reversals happen at random intervals happening once every 200,000

to 300,000 years, NASA says. The last full reversal took place around 780,000 years

ago. 

Ancient tree with record of Earth's magnetic field reversal in its rings d…
The kauri tree, found in New Zealand, lived over 40,000 years ago.

https://www.newsweek.com/ancient-tree-discovered-earths-magnetic-field-1447570

'Aircraft One?': Trump Deletes Fourth of July Tweet Flubbing Name of Air Force One 

 

Oops! Putin’s plane is called ‘Aircraft One.’ 🤣🤣🤣 

"Aircraft one?": Trump deletes Fourth of July tweet flubbing name of A…
The president's tweet caused confusion among his followers, who speculated that
he was referring to Air Force One.

https://www.newsweek.com/aircraft-one-trump-deletes-fourth-july-tweet-flubbing-name…

Why nearly 350,000 workers in mostly red states aren’t seeing wage increases, even

though their local lawmakers passed them 

#StLouisGOPmob 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…
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https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/07/03/why-nearly-workers-mostly-red-…

An underwater archaeologist has told the BBC of the extraordinary lengths he went to

to access a pharaoh's tomb underneath a pyramid 

Tomb diver reveals pharaoh's secrets
Archaeologists dive down to underwater tombs to access them for the first time in
100 years.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-48867830

srael Seeks to Erase Archives of Intel Firm Psy-Group Employed in anti-BDS

Campaign 

 

Government increasingly involved in legal battle over the information held by Psy-

Group, also probed in FBI investigation into the Trump campaign 

Israel seeks to erase archives of intel firm Psy-Group employed in anti…
Government increasingly involved in legal battle over the information held by Psy-
Group, also probed in FBI investigation into the Trump campaign

https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-israel-seeks-to-erase-archives-of-intel-f…

South Florida Resident Sentenced to 30 Years for $100 Million International Fraud

Scheme that Led to the Collapse of One of Puerto Rico's Largest Banks 
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South Florida Resident Sentenced to 30 Years for $100 Million Internati…
A Key Biscayne, Florida, resident and the former CEO and Chairman of a now-
bankrupt multinational pharmaceutical company was sentenced to 30 years in
prison followed by five years of supervised relea…

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/south-florida-resident-sentenced-30-years-100-million-in…

Wolf of Wall Street' Producer Riza Aziz Arrested in Malaysia Over 1MDB Scandal 

 

U.S. investigators say his company, Red Granite Pictures Inc., used money stolen

from 1MDB to finance Hollywood films including the Martin Scorsese-directed

project. 

'Wolf of Wall Street' Producer Riza Aziz Arrested in Malaysia Over 1MD…
Malaysia's anti-graft agency said Thursday it has detained Riza Aziz, a Hollywood
film producer and the stepson of former Prime Minister Najib Razak, and will
charge him with money-laundering.

https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/wolf-wall-street-producer-riza-aziz-arrested-…

Raising Concerns Over Press Freedom, Israel's NSO Reportedly Sold Ghana

Surveillance Tech (Pegasus) 

 

Deal by controversial cyberspying technology maker revealed in governmental report 

Raising concerns over press freedom, Israel's NSO reportedly sold Gh…
Deal by controversial cyberspying technology maker revealed in governmental
report

https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-raising-concerns-over-press-freedom-i…
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Elaine “it also does not exonerate him”
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@starree

@karolcummins #PAMFAM twitter.com/itsdaneesaur/s…

danee, goddess of dinosaurs @itsdaneesaur
Can everybody just Please look at this cat
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See Elaine  “it also does not exonerate him”'s other Tweets
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My Dog Is Cutest
@mydogiscutest

Wake me up when it’s Friday... 
: winston_and_harriet#mydogiscutest
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989 people are talking about this
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Margaret Thomas
@thatmags

Replying to @thatmags @USNatArchives

These records—some famous but others quite ordinary—tell the 
nation’s story, document the actions of government officials over 
the years, and confirm the rights guaranteed to individuals. 
#ArchivesJuly4 #July4th #IndependenceDay
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See Margaret Thomas 's other Tweets
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Michael Beschloss
@BeschlossDC

You can now see the Declaration of Independence closeup, 
along with other Charters of Freedom, at the National Archives in 
Washington DC:
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CCTV IDIOTS
@cctvidiots

Think you’ve seen everything the Internet has to offer ?  
 
Think again
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247 people are talking about this
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ESSENCE
@Essence

Malia Obama turns 21 today!! Happy birthday to our forever first 
daughter! 
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5,025 people are talking about this
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Col. George McKnight (POW)  

Independence Day Speech 

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

Col. George McKnight  
 
What.America Stands for--a P.O.W.'s View 
 
Col. George McKnight 
 
2/21/33 to 1/18/19 
 
(My mother’s life long friend)  
 
The text of Col. McKnight’s speech appeared Nations’s Business 
Magazine  
 
July 1973
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42 people are talking about this

Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour
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🌳Breathe🌳 

 

I hope everyone enjoyed a lovely Independence Day filled w/ good food & awesome

fireworks!  

 

Next year I hope we have something exciting to celebrate.  

 

This is the third year I have wished this very wish & here we are, still waiting... 

 

Sigh... pretty please?

0:00

@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

July 4, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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